
Logistic Information 

Location 

ENAV Conference Centre is located at the Rome ACC, near the airport of Roma-
Ciampino, in the south-east part of Rome, Italy.  

The exact address is Roma ACC, Via Appia Nuova, 1491, 00178 Roma RM, Italia. 





Transports 

The ENAV ACC premises can be reached by car, taxi or train. 

In details: 

 By Car: take the city ring (Grande Raccordo Anulare , exit 23 direction

Ciampino Airport). Progress on via Appia and when you reach the roundabout of
the airport entrance come back on via Appia until you reach the ENAV ACC
entrance just 500 meters after the roundabout on the right side.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please be informed you will not be allowed to park your car
within the ACC fences.

You can park your car in the “Best Parking”  parking located in Via dei Laghi, 2,
00043 Ciampino RM  (https://www.bestparking.it/).

 To reach the venue facility from the “Best Parking” parking area you can use the 
parking free-shuttle bus service.

• By taxi: taxis from Rome centre  to Ciampino Airport

will have a fix rate of 30 euros (rate only applied  for trip
starting within the Mura Aureliane, in orange in the image
below). This fix rate is for the airport only, but being the
ENAV ACC so near, you can negotiate with the driver to
apply it.
Costs by the taximeter will be more expensive.

A  word of warning: do not try to walk from the Ciampino Airport to the ACC; even if 
the distance is quite short, via Appia is an extremely busy road and there is no proper 
footpath: DANGER!!! 



• By train: a  convenient way to reach the Rome ACC  from downtown Rome 

is to take the train from Roma Termini Railway Station to Ciampino Station; it is 
a fast and inexpensive ride (15’ min and 1.50 euro).

Once in Ciampino Railway station, you can get a taxi to ENAV ACC  premises. 
Taxi fares from Ciampino Railway Station to Ciampino-ENAV ACC could range 
from 15 up to 20 Euro based on the number of pax/type of service.

HOTEL

Close to ENAV ACC
Hotel ARDEATINA PARK HOTEL , via vittore ghiliani, 145 - Roma, Italia
Rate is € 70 per night 
FREE SHUTTLE - ACC Ciampino HTL/APT/HTL stazione Metro "A"  Anagnina STATION 
ON  DEMAND TEL. 06/710641 

Vintage Hotel Rome (****): Via Torre di Mezzavia 25 Rome
Rate is €.68,00 including breakfast and the shuttle for ENAV ACC (20 minutes trip 
time)

Close to Rome City Center
Welcome Piram Hotel (****): Via Giovanni Amendola 7, Rome
Rate is € 110,00 for Standard Room, breakfast included
Bettoja Hotel Mediterraneo (****): Via Cavour 15, Rome
Rate is € 125,00 for Standard Room, breakfast included
Hotel Massimo D’Azeglio (****): Via Cavour 18, Rome
Rate is € 125,00 for Standard Room, breakfast included
Hotel Royal Court (****): Via Marghera 51, Rome
Rate is € 153,00 for Standard Room, breakfast included
Hotel Ariston (****): Via Filippo Turati 16, Rome
Rate is € 158,00 for Standard




